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a b s t r a c t

Frequency response functions (FRFs) are generally measured by investigating the input
eoutput relationship of a target structure. An input is applied to the target structure
and the output is measured. Typical vibration tests measure inputs as excitation forces
using load cells or similar devices and outputs as velocities or accelerations using laser
Doppler vibrometers or accelerometers. Each input or output has three translational de-
grees of freedom (DOF). Consequently, experimental models established based on such
tests have three translational DOF. However, numerical models using finite element
analysis (FEA) for existing structures have six DOF at each node (three translational and
three rotational DOF). Therefore, numerical models using FEA and experimental models
have gaps in their DOF, leading to diverse problems. This study realizes a non-contact
measurement method for rotational DOF FRFs using an impulse excitation force gener-
ated by laser ablation (LA) where the input is a moment and the output is the velocity. A
laser beam radiated from an Nd:YAG pulse laser emitter is divided using a half mirror,
halving the laser pulse energy. Then, these laser beams are radiated on two points near a
target structure's excitation point. The simultaneous occurrence of LA at these two points
realizes a moment that acts on the target structure in a non-contact manner. This exper-
iment uses a 5052 aluminum alloy plate where one end is fixed as a test piece. Both the
auto FRFs and cross FRFs for the rotational DOF between two arbitrary points on the test
piece are measured. The FRFs obtained by our method agree well with those obtained by
FEA, demonstrating its efficacy.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Various vibration measurement methods that assess frequency response functions (FRFs) have been proposed to deter-
mine the dynamic characteristics of structures [1e8]. Thesemethods determine the relationships between applied inputs and
measured outputs. Typically, inputs are measured as excitation forces using load cells or similar devices, while outputs are
measured as velocities or accelerations using laser Doppler vibrometers (LDVs) or accelerometers.
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Numerical models using finite element analysis (FEA) for existing structures have a total of six degrees of freedom (DOF) at
each node (three translational and three rotational DOF). Therefore, a 6� 6 FRF matrix with six DOF at an identical node as
inputs and outputs has 36 FRF elements. Of these 36 elements, 27 (75% of the elements) involve rotational DOF in their inputs
or outputs (hereinafter referred to as “rotational FRF”).

On the other hand, conventional vibration tests obtain FRFs with only three translational DOF, resulting in experimental
models with three translational DOF. Consequently, numerical models using FEA and experimental models have gaps in their
DOF. These gaps lead to diverse problems. For example, previous studies have noted issues such as decreased analytical
accuracy [9e16] in 1) transfer path analyses, which combine an experimental model obtained from vibration tests and a
numerical model, and 2) projection of the dynamic characteristics in a combination system comprised of experimental and
numerical models.

To address the issue above, several studies have examined rotational DOF measurement methods. These methods can be
roughly classified into three types: (a) two-force excitation, (b) direct measurements of rotational FRFs, and (c) rotational FRF
measurements using additional devices such as rigid blocks or transducers.

Type (a) includes methods to estimate a target structure's rotational FRFs based on the moment obtained by exciting
multiple points located near an excitation point. Excitation can be induced using input devices such as two synchronized
impact hammers or excitation devices [17e21]. Limitations of these methods include the size and shape of the target
structure, location of the excitation points, and frequency range of the excitation on the target structure because two contact-
type input devices must be installed on the target structure. In addition, it is difficult to completely synchronize the two input
devices.

Type (b) includes 1) a method to install a microphone array at an arbitrary distance from the intendedmeasurement point
on the target structure to measure the rotational response at the measurement point [22], and 2) methods that use LDV or
scanning LDV devices to measure the angular velocity at the measurement point [23e25]. Although these studies investigate
methods that measure the angular velocity or the angular acceleration at points on the target structure in a non-contact
manner, they do not apply a moment on the target structure in a non-contact manner as an input in a vibration test.

Type (c) includes methods to estimate the rotational FRFs of the target structure by installing additional structures (e.g., T-
shaped metal blocks, cross-shaped metal blocks, PZT bimorph cantilevers, or six DOF transducers) to the measurement point
in order to obtain the inputeoutput relationship at the crossing point [26e35]. As these methods require the installation of
additional structures, their applications and excitation frequencies are limited by the shape and size of these additional
structures, the coupling method of the additional and target structures (adhesive or bolt fixing), and the rigidity of the
coupling part.

Conventional vibration tests that use contact measurement devices are difficult to apply to microstructures (e.g.,
microelectromechanical systems), underwater structures, underwater robots, rotating structures, and structures in space.
Although rotational FRF measurements using non-contact devices similar to type (b) have been examined, those using de-
vices similar to types (a) and (c) have yet to be considered for non-contact measurements.

This study realizes amethod tomeasure the rotational FRFs of a target structure by inputting amoment onto the excitation
point of the target structure with a non-contact impulse excitation force induced by laser ablation (LA). LA is a phenomenon
where a high-power pulse laser is irradiated on the surface of a target structure to form a plasma plume. Previously, we
examined methods that employ LA for vibration and acoustic tests, and demonstrated the potential of LA in diverse fields
[36e41]. LA is a technology that is used in driving micro air vehicles [42] and laser peening [43]. If LA generates an excitation
force or moment that is an ideal impulse, the Fourier spectrum of the measured response corresponds to the FRF. Therefore,
input-detection-free rotational FRF measurements can be realized using LA as an input [36].

Our method splits a laser beam so that LA occurs simultaneously at multiple points, which are located near the excitation
point of the target structure, effectively applying the moment to the excitation point. Even if there is a several-meter dif-
ference in the distance between the point of diversion in the laser beam and their respective LA occurrence points, the timing
of LA occurrence at both points can be considered simultaneous by taking the velocity of light into account. This study
measures the rotational FRFs where the moment is the input and the velocity is the output. The resulting FRFs are compared
to those obtained using FEA. In addition, the influence of random errors within the measured rotational FRFs is evaluated
using reliability coefficients [47]. Furthermore, the modal vectors of the FRFs obtained by the proposed method and FEA are
compared and evaluated quantitatively using themodal assurance criterion (MAC) to demonstrate the efficacy of our method.

2. Principle of LA moment excitation

LA is a phenomenonwhere a pulsed laser beam is irradiated on a solid object such that a plasma plume is released from its
surface in an explosive way (Fig. 1). When a plasma plumewith a mass of Dm is released from the surface with a velocity of v,
the momentum (impulse) becomes Dmv. This is the excitation input to the target structure. The excitation force provided by
LA acts along the direction of the normal line of the target structure. Consequently, the force is independent of the incident
angle of the laser beam to the excited surface [36e41].

Fig. 2 shows the principle for inputting themoment to the target structure. Themoment acting on the target structure isM,
the excitation forces applied on points 1 and 2 are F1 and F2, respectively, and the distance between the excitation points is d.
When F1 ¼ F2 ¼ F, M is expressed as
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M¼1
2
ðF1 þ F2Þ ¼ Fd (1)

Champoux et al. [18] provided F1 and F2 using impulse hammers. In our method, F1 and F2 are applied by LA.

3. Rotational FRFs

3.1. LA moment excitation system

Fig. 3 is an overview of our LA moment excitation system. This system converts the laser beam of linearly polarized light
emitted from an Nd:YAG pulse laser (Surelite III-10, Continuum; wavelength, 1064 nm; laser beam diameter, 9.5mm; pulse
width, 5 ns; maximum output, 850mJ; radial divergence angle, 0.45mrad) into circularly polarized light using a l/4 wave
plate (quartz waveplate WPQ-10640-4M, Sigma Koki). The laser beam is dispersed using a half mirror (laser line plate half
mirror PSMH-30C03-10-1064, Sigma Koki). The laser pulse energy is equally divided. Then, the two dispersed laser beams are
focused using a plano-convex lens (plano convex lenses SLB-30-100P, Sigma Koki) via amirror (laser linemirrors TFM-30C05-
1064, Sigma Koki). LA occurs simultaneously at two sides of the test piece (size: 120mm� 50mm, plate thickness: 3mm),
and the moment excitation is in the direction with angle of qy to the test piece.

The time required for the two dispersed laser beams to excite the test piece differs due to the different courses; one is
reflected on the half mirror while the other passes through the mirror. However, this time difference may be ignored
considering the velocity of light (cz 3�108m/s). The angle between the laser beams and the surface of the excited test piece
is 45�.

Data processing was conducted by measuring the velocity response in the z-direction using a LDV (NLV-2500-5, Polytec)
and analyzing the frequency responses (Fourier spectrum) using a spectrum analyzer (A/D, NI PXI-4462, National In-
struments; software, Catec, CAT-System). In this measurement, the sampling frequency, number of sampling points, and
average count are 102.4 kHz, 32768, and 10, respectively. After approximately 100 ns of a transistor-transistor logic (TTL)
signal from the pulsed-laser system, a laser beam is irradiated. Once the spectrum analyzer receives the TTL signal, it starts to
measure the response from the preceding 0.01 s.

3.2. Test piece

Fig. 4 illustrates the test piece, which is a 5052 aluminum alloy plate measuring 120mm� 50mm� 3mm. Its boundary
conditions are similar to a cantilever where only one end is fixed. In this study, the moment is applied on each excitation
point: A and B. To apply the moment to point A (B), LA was made simultaneously at points A1 and A2 (B1 and B2).

To obtain the modal vectors of the rotational DOF, a finite element model for the test piece with 1-mm mesh size shell
elements was created. Then eigenvalue analysis using FEA (NASTRAN) was performed to obtain the natural frequencies and
modal vectors.

Fig. 1. Laser ablation.

Fig. 2. Laser ablation moment excitation force.
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3.3. Measurements of the rotational FRFs based on LA moment excitation

3.3.1. Estimation of LA moment excitation based on Newton's second law of motion
This section estimates the excitation force generated by LA using Newton's second law [36]. Equation (1) represents the

magnitude of LA moment excitation. Fig. 5 shows the LA excitation force estimation system. A cube with massm [kg], whose
size andmaterials can be considered rigid within the frequency scope to bemeasured, was suspended on a string. This creates

Fig. 3. Laser ablation moment excitation system for non-contact vibration tests.

Fig. 4. Excitation and measurement points of the test piece.
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a free-free boundary condition (hereinafter referred to as a rigid-body pendulum). The acceleration of the cube a(u) [m/s2]
was calculated bymeasuring the time history of the response of the rigid body's accelerationwhen LA occurs on the cube and
performing a Fourier transformation of the response. The LA excitation force can be obtained using Newton's second law,
F(u)¼ma(u).

If the LA excitation force is considered to be an ideal impulse, F(u) assumes a constant value and the LA excitation force F is
obtained as a scalar value by averaging the values of F(u) within the frequencies to be measured. The Fourier spectrum of F(t)
should theoretically be a real constant value over the range of frequencies because a LA excitation force can be considered an
ideal impulse. Therefore, jF(u)j, which is the absolute value of the Fourier spectrum of the LA excitation force F(t), can be
averaged to obtain the scalar value of the LA excitation force F.

For operations under identical conditions (e.g., the same target material, laser fluence, atmospheric pressure, ambience,
etc.), LA can be assumed to be the same. Therefore, if LA excitations (LA moment excitation) in a rigid-body pendulum and in
vibration tests are applied under the same conditions, our method is valid. Only the response of the target structure has to be
experimentally measured if the LA excitation force (moment) is measured in advance.

In this experiment, a cube with 20-mm sides composed of a 5052 aluminum alloy, which is the same material as the test
piece, was used for the rigid-body pendulum. Laser beams were irradiated along the central axis so that the responses were
measured by an accelerometer attached directly behind the LA occurrence point. To estimate the LA excitation force, the
optical elements were set so that the beam course was the same as that of the FRF measurement using LA moment excitation
(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 6(a) and (b) respectively show the time history waveform of the measured acceleration responses of the cube and the
Fourier transformation of the time history waveform when the laser pulse energy is 425.9mJ. The sampling frequency,
number of sampling points, and average count in themeasurement are the same as those in Section 3.1. Fig. 6(a), which shows
an enlargement of the period of 0 se0.1 s, indicates that LA realizes an ideal impulse excitation force on the cube. The

Fig. 5. Estimation of the laser excitation force using the rigid body pendulum method.

Fig. 6. Measured LA excitation force for a 20-mm aluminum cube when the laser pulse energy is set at 425.9mJ. (a) Time response and (b) average Fourier
spectrum corresponding to (a).
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magnitude of the amplitude of the Fourier spectrum is almost constant until 40 kHz (Fig. 6(b)). However, cube dynamics may
be influenced by natural frequencies above 40 kHz as well as accelerometer attached to the cube. Consequently, the absolute
value of the Fourier spectrum's amplitude of the LA excitation force changes slightly.

Themagnitude of LAmoment excitationM can be controlled by changing d or F in Eq. (1). This study controls F by changing
the energy of the dispersed laser pulse to 182.2mJ, 227.7mJ, 327.3mJ, or 425.9mJ. d is changed to 5mm, 10mm, 20mm, or
30mm. Thus, M has a total of 16 patterns.

Although the components of the impulse excitation force generated by LA are sustained until 40 kHz (Fig. 6(b)), the
measurement range is up to 10 kHz after considering the relationship between thewavelength in the vibrational mode shapes
of the test piece and d. Accordingly, when the laser pulse energy is 182.2mJ, 227.7mJ, 327.3mJ, and 425.9mJ, F is 1.08mN,
1.62mN, 3.24mN, and 6.48mN, respectively, by averaging the absolute values of the Fourier spectrum to 10 kHz.

3.3.2. Procedure for input-detection-free rotational FRF measurements
The test piece's auto rotational FRF at point A and the cross rotational FRFs between points A and B were measured using

the LA moment excitation system (Fig. 2). Initially, the velocity response vstruct(t) when LA moment excitation occurred at
point A or B was evaluated using a LDV. The obtained Fourier spectrum of the velocity response vstruct(u) was divided by M,
which was estimated in advance (See section 3.3.1.). Subsequently, the dead time contained in the measurement was cor-
rected for the obtained FRFs. Here, the dead time refers to the difference between the time when the test piece actually starts
to respond and the time when the spectrum analyzer starts the measurement. If the input and response have the same dead
time, the dead time is nullified. In our method, the dead timemust be considered because the proposedmethodmeasures the
FRFs based only on the responses. As discussed above, correcting the absolute values and phase characteristics of the Fourier
spectrum realizes an input-detection-free rotational FRF measurement.

3.3.3. Reliability factor
Based on the concept of coherence functions, this section evaluates the reliability of the FRFs measured by the proposed

method using a reliability coefficient [47]. The coherence function g2(u) can be defined by the following equations

g2ðuÞ ¼
��GInput�OutputðuÞ

��2

GInputðuÞ GOutputðuÞ
(2)

GInputðuÞ ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

���GðiÞ
InputðuÞ

���
2

(3)

GOutputðuÞ ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

���GðiÞ
OutputðuÞ

���
2

(4)

GInput�OutputðuÞ ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

���GðiÞ
Input�OutputðuÞ

���
2

(5)

Here, GInput (u), GOutput (u), GInput-Output (u), and N refer to the power spectrum of the input， power spectrum of the output,
cross spectrum between the inputs and outputs, and trial counts, respectively. In this system, the input is a constant value
independent of the frequency. Thus, Eq. (3) is redefined as

GInputðuÞ≡GM (6)

Subsequently, Eq. (6) can be substituted into Eq. (2) to define R2(u) as

R2ðuÞ ≡
��GM�OutputðuÞ

��2

GMGOutputðuÞ
(7)

Strictly speaking, R2(u) differs from g2(u). However, its value ranges 0� R2(u)� 1. When the value of R2 is closer to 1, the
impact of random noise contained in the rotational FRF decreases.

3.4. Auto and cross rotational FRFs

Figs. 7 and 8 show the auto rotational FRF (HAz�Aqy) and the cross rotational FRFs (HBz�Aqy and HAz�Bqy) between points A
and B, respectively. The magnitude of LA moment excitation used to obtain the FRFs is set to 0.0324mN∙m upon considering
the LA excitation force is F¼ 1.08mN (laser pulse energy: 182.2mJ) obtained in Section 3.3.1 and the distance between the
excitation points is d¼ 30mm. Fig. 9 shows the auto translational FRF (HAz�Az) at point A when the LA excitation force is
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F¼ 1.08mN (laser pulse energy: 182.2mJ). For comparison, Figs. 7e9 show the FRFs obtained with FEA. Each figure also
presents the reliability coefficients, FRFs’ phase characteristics, and amplitudes of their absolute value.

The modal damping ratios of the FRF obtained with FEAwere set as follows: 4% for the 1st, 1% for 2nd and 3rd, 0.6% for 4th
and 5th, 0.4% for 6th, and 0.2% for 7th and higher. The modal damping ratios were empirically estimated by fitting the
calculated FRFs by FEA with those obtained in the experiment. Table 1 shows the natural frequencies obtained by this
experiment and FEA. The FRFs measured in this experiment agree well with those obtained by FEAwith respect to their phase
characteristics and amplitudes of the absolute values. However, their amplitudes in non-resonant areas disagree.

The reliability coefficients in Figs. 7e9 show similar tendencies as the coherence function. That is, the coefficients are close
to 1 at a resonant point but decrease at an antiresonant point. The reliability coefficient decreases in the lower frequency
range below 5 kHz because the small magnitude of the input degrades the accuracy of the measured response in the low
frequency range. This suggests that the accuracy of the rotational FRFmeasured in this study can be evaluated using reliability
coefficients. The cross FRFs (HBz�Aqy and HAz�Bqy in Fig. 8) agree well with each other, implying a linear system process.

Subsequently, the vibrational mode shapes were obtained by identifying the modal parameters of the measured 45
rotational FRFs using the multi-point differential iteration method. The vibrational mode shapes in the proposedmethod and
FEA were obtained to compare their modal vectors using the MAC.

MACðfFEA; fEXPÞ ¼
��ffFEAgTffEXPg

��2
�ffFEAgTffEXPg

��ffEXPgTffFEAg
� (8)

Here 4FEA and 4EXP refer to the modal vector obtained by FEA and that measured in this experiment, respectively. Fig. 10
shows the vibrational mode shapes of the 1st to 11th modes.

Table 2 lists the MAC values. These two FRFs’ vibrational mode shapes agree with each other. Table 2 also shows that up to
9th mode, theMAC value is about 0.9, suggesting that the modal vectors are almost the same. In the 10th and 11th modes, the
MAC values decrease slightly, which may be related to the wavelength of vibrational mode shape and the distance between
the excitation points. Champoux et al. [18] reported that the estimated accuracy of the rotational FRF is affected by the
distance between excitation points. The results of this study agree well with Champoux et al. [18].

Fig. 7. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue dashed
line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 30mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0324mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 9. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto translational FRF (HAzeAz) measured by LA excitation force (black solid line) and FEA (blue dashed
line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the cross rotational FRF (HBzeAqy: black solid line, HAzeBqy: orange solid line) measured by LA moment
excitation and FEA (blue dashed line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between excitation points
d is 30mm. Therefore, the amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0324mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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3.5. Effect on the accuracy of the rotational FRFs

This section examines the effects of the distance between excitation points d on the accuracy of the rotational FRFs.
Initially, the rotational FRFs weremeasured as d changed from 5mm,10mm, 20mm, to 30mm. Here, themeasured rotational
FRFs are the auto FRFs at point A and the LA excitation force is F¼ 1.08mN (laser pulse energy: 182.2mJ). Figs.11e13 show the
rotational FRFs with d¼ 5mm, 10mm, and 20mm, respectively. For comparison, the FRFs from FEA are also shown. The
natural frequencies of the FRFs agree well with each other and are independent of the magnitude of M. However, near the
antiresonance point, when M increases (d increases), the absolute values of the rotational FRFs approach those of the FRF
obtained with FEA, and the reliability coefficients of the rotational FRF are enhanced, suggesting improved accuracy. In
addition, the phase characteristics also become the correct values at the resonance point. However, when comparing the case
with d¼ 20mm (Fig. 13) to that with d¼ 30mm (Fig. 7), the absolute values of the FRFs, phase characteristics, and reliability
coefficients are similar. In particular, the case with d¼ 30mmmeasures the antiresonance point more precisely near 3.6 kHz
compared to that with d¼ 20mm. Accordingly, the decrease in the values of the reliability coefficients can be observed at the
antiresonance point. In our method, the accuracy of the rotational FRF increases by increasing M due to the increased signal-
to-noise (SN) ratio.

Next, the more significant contributor (F or d) to the increased accuracy of the rotational FRF was examined. Figs. 14e16
show the rotational FRFs obtained when adjusting F and d so that the magnitude of M is identical (0.0324mN∙m). For
comparison, the rotational FRFs obtained by FEA are also shown. In Figs. 14e16, the natural frequencies obtained in our
experiment and FEA agree well with each other and are independent of the magnitude of M. Additionally, when the
magnitude of M is identical, d contributes more significantly to the enhanced accuracy of the rotational FRFs than F. As
d increases, antiresonance points appear at 2.5 kHz, 3.5 kHz, and 9.3 kHz. The reliability coefficients decrease near these
points. These tendencies are the same to those observed in Figs. 11e13. Therefore, for an identical F orM, increasing d results
in a more accurate FRF. However, there are some constraints on d due to vibrational mode shape of the target structure.
Although using a larger M via a larger F and larger d may provide a more accurate rotational FRF, we could not demonstrate
this result using a larger F due to our pulsed-laser system and optical system.

4. Conclusions

This study examines a non-contact measurement method for rotational FRFs using an impulse excitation force where the
moment is the input and the velocity is the output. A laser beam radiated from an Nd:YAG pulse laser emitter is dispersed
using a half mirror to halve the laser pulse energy. Then, radiating the laser beams onto two points near an excitation point on
the target structure simultaneously generates LA, and the moment is applied onto the target structure in a non-contact
manner. Similar to our previously reported input-detection-free FRF measurements [36], the proposed method obtains
rotational FRFs by dividing the Fourier spectrum measured during LA moment excitation by the magnitude of LA moment
excitation. The excitation is estimated using Newton's second law and subsequently corrected for the dead time in the
measurement.

The experiment used a 5052 aluminum alloy plate where one end was fixed as the test piece. The auto FRFs and cross FRFs
on the rotational degrees of freedom between arbitrary points on the test piece were measured. The experimental FRFs and
those obtained by FEA agree well, indicating that our method can realize an input-detection-free measurement of the
rotational DOF FRF.

The relationship between the accuracy of the rotational FRFs measured by our method and the magnitude of LA moment
excitation was examined. When the magnitude of the laser pulse energy (LA excitation force) is identical, increasing the
distance between excitation points, which controls the magnitude of LA moment excitation, improves the agreement

Table 1
Natural frequencies of the test piece.

Natural frequency [Hz]

Mode FEA Experiment Error

1st 173 172 �0.6
2nd 850 849 �0.1
3rd 1075 1075 0.0
4th 2715 2712 �0.1
5th 3009 2992 �0.6
6th 5053 5034 �0.4
7th 5841 5807 �0.6
8th 6677 6865 2.8
9th 8084 8037 �0.6
10th 8161 8310 1.8
11th 9754 9725 �0.3
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between the FRFsmeasured by the proposedmethod and those obtained by FEA. In addition, when the laser pulse energy and
the distance between excitation points are varied while applying an identical LA moment excitation force, changes in the
latter enhance the agreement between the measured FRFs and those obtained by FEA.

The accuracy of the rotational FRFs and the measurable frequency range were evaluated by calculating MAC between the
modal vectors obtained by the proposed method and those obtained by FEA. When the distance between excitation points is
30mm (the magnitude of LA excitation moment is 0.0324mN$m), the MAC value is 0.9 for a frequency range up to 8 kHz. To

Fig. 10. Mode shapes up to 10 kHz for the test piece identified from the measured rotational FRFs during LA moment excitation and FEA. LA excitation force F is
1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between the excitation points d is 30mm. Therefore, the amplitude of LA moment
excitation is 0.0324mN$m.
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measure the rotational FRFs precisely, it is important to increase the magnitude of LA moment excitation and to increase the
distance between the excitation points. Moreover, to extend the measurable frequency range of the proposed method above
8 kHz, the distance between the excitation points must be decreased. Because the distance between these points is also
related to the accuracy of the rotational FRFs, the distance should be set appropriately by considering the size of the target
structure and experimental conditions. Furthermore, to expand the proposed method in an effort to realize non-destructive
and non-contact FRF measurements using laser excitations, LA should be replaced with laser-induced plasma shock waves
[44e50].

The proposed method may be applicable to numerous structures, including microstructures, underwater structures,
underwater robots, rotating structures, and space structures in the future. Furthermore, the proposed method may realize
other uses such as transfer path analysis with rotational DOFs, damage detection based on vibrational modes obtained by
moment excitation, and dynamic prediction using rotational FRFs. Furthermore, if LA moment excitation device can be field-

Table 2
MAC values between modal vectors identified from the measured rotational FRFs during LA moment
excitation and those obtained by FEA.

Mode Measured natural frequency [Hz] MAC

1st 172 0.97
2nd 849 1.00
3rd 1075 1.00
4th 2712 0.98
5th 2992 0.98
6th 5034 0.96
7th 5807 0.90
8th 6865 0.90
9th 8037 0.86
10th 8310 0.83
11th 9725 0.73

Fig. 11. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue
dashed line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 5mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0054mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue
dashed line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 10mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0108mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

Fig. 13. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue
dashed line). LA excitation force F is 1.08mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 182.2mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 20mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0216mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 14. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue
dashed line). LA excitation force F is 6.48mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 425.9mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 5mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0324mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

Fig. 15. Reliability coefficient, phase, and amplitude of the auto rotational FRF (HAzeAqy) measured by LA moment excitation (black solid line) and FEA (blue
dashed line). LA excitation force F is 3.24mN when the laser pulse energy is set to 327.3mJ and the distance between excitation points d is 10mm. Therefore, the
amplitude of LA moment excitation is 0.0324mNm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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portable, our method will be an user-friendly device such as an impulse hammer in general vibration tests, and this is our
future work.
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